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Photo Description Price  AUD$

Aztec Sun Aztec Sun Raku Platter $145.00

Elements                                  
H38cm * Diam15cm

Four sided raku pot with Air, Earth, Wind & Fire inscribed using 
Freemason's code.  Are glazed in either red, orange or yellow.

$450.00

Fat Donut Teapot                  
H20cm * Diam28cm

Fully functional teapot constructed using parts of a donut. 
Holds four teacups. All teapots have built in strainer and non 
dribble/run spout.

$350.00

Fiddlesticks                                     
H36cm * Diam20cm  

Colourful raku pot reminiscent of a child's fiddlesticks in 
multiple colours.  

$550.00

Fireworks                             
H73cm*Diam30cm

Large raku pot  -  depicting buildings with exploding fireworks 
above. Red, black and white colours. 

$1,100.00

Nautilus                                  
H20cm * W20cm

Nautilus shell constructed from raku clay and coloured with 
terracotta and white slip.  Hard to differentiate from a real 
one.

$450.00

Rainbow Raku Round Raku Bowl $75.00

Red Raku Double Wall Bowl    
H14cm * Diam23cm

This double walled raku bowl with red glaze is unique. $350.00

Suspension                                
H34cm * Diam28cm

Suspension has a copper patina finish and is suspended on a 
timber frame. 

$350.00

Swan Teapot                          
H30cm * Diam20cm

The Swan teapot is hand built and the vibrant colours are 
created using a reduced copper glaze. It is a functional teapot 
but is recommended for decorative use. 

$550.00

Tear Drop Vase                     
H48cm * Diam23cm

Tear Drop is a large stoneware pot which can be used as a 
vase or  decorative work. 

$300.00

Veni Vidi Vici                          
H33cm * Diam18cm

Veni Vidi Vici     "I came, I saw, I conquered" in Freemasons 
code is made using the raku technique and is available glazed 
in either red or orange. 

$450.00

Yellow Raku Double Wall Bowl  
H33cm * Diam32cm

Ken's yellow double wall bowl has its own unique features and 
includes a steel stand. 

$400.00
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